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Lo-Fi Rhythms



Lo-Fi Rhythms

LF_R (we prefer to pronounce it as [el’fa:]) brings you the guilty pleasure of totally imperfect 
custom homemade rhythms. Hits, slaps, scratches and throws of different objects, 
accompanied by synth FX, create infinite variants of humanized, uneven, rough rhythm 
patterns which can instantly immerse you into the world of additional multi-layered tiny 
percussion.

LF_R features an advanced system of per-rhythm controls including both basic (volume, 
pan, speed) and effectual parts. The heart of LF_R is the double-randomizing system that 
allows you to create a new pattern and apply enhanced effects chains with just 2 clicks.



GUI Main Page

This is the main page of LF_R.

There are 6 blocks. Each of 
them delivers a different 
rhythm in a different sound.

The lower part contains the 
controls of the first part of 
our smart double-randomize 
system. 



Keyboard
The left range of colored keys here (C3-A3) trigger rhythms of each block. The white key (C2) triggers all 
rhythms at the same time. The right range of keys (C4-A4) trigger oneshots in the same blocks. Using 
the oneshot keys will help to add some changes to the rhythms if you feel that they miss something.

Single Block Settings
Whether you intend to build a new pattern from scratch or apply changes to the 
current pattern, block controllers will help you to:

● choose a rhythm among straight, syncopated and triplet;
● choose a “modifier” (sound type) from acoustic, synth low or synth high;
● change speed, volume and pan of the rhythm.



Randomizer

The heart of LF_R.

In this part of the interface you can choose rhythms type and modifiers you prefer, click the randomizing 
button and get a new 6-part rhythmic pattern.

Hold ALT key and click the randomizing button to reset speed, volume and pan of all blocks.



GUI Effects

The advanced part of LF_R. 

This part includes 6 effects 
per block and the same 
master effects, as well as the 
second part of the 
double-randomizing system.



Effects Matrix

Every block from the main page is processed through the respective chain of effects. Then, everything is 
processed through master effects. Everything is simple. If you click any effect title, you will see its 
controllers below (see the next page).



Effect Controllers

These knobs are shown when you click any effect title (see the previous page). When you alter the value of 
any knob, its new value is shown for a couple of seconds instead of the parameter name.

A knob returns to its default value when you hold the CTRL key and click the knob itself.



Effects Randomizer

This part of the second page provides the randomizing function to the effects:

● choose the parts to randomize (all blocks effects, master effects or everything);
● choose the controllers to randomize (parameters, power state or everything);
● click the randomizing button.

ALT key is applicable here as well.



End User License Agreement
By purchasing and (or) downloading LF_R you accept the following agreement and confirm that you understand its terms and conditions.

LF_R (the product, also may be mentioned as Lo-Fi Rhythms) is licensed, but not sold only to a single user (you) by Sketch Sampling (the 
developer). A copy of the product is considered legal only if you have received it after purchasing on the website “ www.kontakthub.com” or 
via an email from address “sketchsampling@gmail.com”. Usage and storage of an illegal copy of the product is prohibited. The product and 
all its components are the property of the developer and remain to be such property after licensing. This license grants you the right to use 
the product for commercial and non-commercial audio and audiovisual projects, such as music, sound design, film or videogame scores.

This license forbids transferring, resale and redistribution of the products and (or) its components in any form without an obvious written 
consent of the developer. The license can neither be transferred or resold. This license also forbids using the product by any means for 
developing any kind of hardware or software instruments, synthesizer presets, sound banks, sample libraries or sample packs.

Purchased license and installed copies of the product can not be returned. The developer does not provide refunds. The developer does not 
hold responsibility for any direct or indirect loss, harm, damage or other consequences of use of the product.

This license agreement becomes effective from the moment of purchasing or downloading the product by any means, starting upon the 
earliest action. The license is effective until termination. The license is terminated if you break any condition of this agreement. Upon 
termination you must completely destroy all received copies of the product at your own expense.

http://www.kontakthub.com


Thank you for support!

Thank you for getting LF_R.

We at Sketch Sampling were creating this library during the 2020 COVID quarantine, and 
we were hoping to bring some positive emotions and fun via this product during those 
hard times.

We hope you will find this library useful enough.

With respect,

Sketch Sampling team.


